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devices like the Amplatzer Vascular Plug (AVP), the Amplatzer Vascular Plug II (AVP II) or the Amplatzer Vascular Plug IV (AVP 4) 
(Abbott, United States). There are times that we use coils and plugs in the same patient based on the anatomical characteristics of each 
afferent arterial vessel. In this case I would approach the 3 afferent arterial vessels one by one within the same procedure. Then, I would 
deploy the devices after confirming their correct position, and stability. Given the lack of a limiting capillary bed, device migration to the 
left cavities can occur. Therefore, all devices should be properly sized. If this complication occurs the device can be reached via arterial 
access, often femoral, captured with a snare, and then removed with a larger 2-Fr sheath compared to the one used for release.

After the occlusion—during the evolutionary follow-up—it is advisable to perform a computed tomography scan after 6 months to confirm 
the effective closure and discard the recanalization of embolized arteries or the appearance of new malformations. Similarly, periodic 
controls are advised.
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CASE RESOLUTION

The procedure was performed under general anesthesia and with the administration of the standard dose of sodium heparin to prevent 
thrombosis or systemic embolisms (high risk considering the patient’s condition) via venous femoral access.

This procedure was planned using 3D reconstruction through rotational angiography (figure 1 and video 1 of the supplementyary data). 
Embolization was guided using the roadmapping technique that merges the 3D reconstruction simultaneously while overlapped to the 2D 
reconstruction in the x-ray image projection required during multiple occlusion device implantations.

The medical equipment used during the procedure included 4-Fr guide-catheters (using JR4 or MP catheters based on the anatomical needs 
of each patient), coils (Concerto Coil System 5/20 mm; Medtronic, United States), and vascular occluder devices (4 mm to 8 mm Amplatzer 
Vascular Plug from; Abbott, United States). A staged occlusion strategy was planned that started with the peripheral closure of the arte-
riovenous malformations (AVMs) using coils followed by the closure of nutrient vessels with coils and vascular plugs. Indeed, according 
to former studies, both devices combined are associated with a low rate of recanalization after embolization.1 This is the approach that 
has been systematically used at our center for quite some time to avoid possible spontaneous recanalizations due to collateral circulation 
towards the nonembolized vascular sac. The AVMs were embolized in a 2-stage procedure, 2 months apart, and without any complications 
being reported.

The procedure final outcomes were satisfactory with total occlusion criteria for the AVMs (video 2 of the supplementyary data). It was 
decided to keep the patient on low-molecular weight heparin (40 mg/24 h) for 3 months. Afterwards, anticoagulation was withdrawn. No 
thromboembolic (vascular or systemic) or hemorrhagic complications or associated with device embolizations were reported in any of the 
procedures performed. The patient’s current clinical situation (2 years after the procedure) is satisfactory. She remains asymptomatic 
without clinical signs of cyanosis, and peripheral arterial blood oxygen saturation levels close to 98%.

The patient’s family signed the written informed consent authorizing the use of the girl’s personal data for this article.

Although data among the pediatric population is limited, the medical literature available demonstrates that the presence of AVMs is 
associated with the occurrence of adverse events.2 Additionally, the use of roadmapping has proven useful for the closure of cerebral 
AVMs in the adult population.3 Based on our own experience, the addition of rotational angiography with 3D reconstruction and road-
mapping to the embolization technique is an added value to plan this technique with greater technical accuracy. Also, it facilitates the 
staged occlusion strategy, which happens to be a safe technique with low rates of relapse.
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Figure 1. 3D reconstruction of a pulmonary arteriovenous malformation from data obtained from the rotational angiography performed.
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Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online version available at https://doi.org/10.24875/RECICE.
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